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Abstract: In mobile cloud computing the data to be shared from the mobile devices to the cloud contains only the data
confidentiality, authentication has been provided to the data which is being shared from the mobile. Thus for the security of the
data the algorithms which are used is CP-ABE which is Cipher Text Attribute Based Encryption. The LDSS light weight data
sharing scheme which uses the CP-ABE. And also the pseudo random permutation based system is also being used to give the
security to the data which is being stored in the cloud. And also the light weight identity based authenticated data sharing
protocols are used to resist chosen cipher text attack.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is the computing that relies on shared computing resources instead of having a local servers or personal devices to
handle or manage the applications. The services are delivered and used over internet and paid by cloud customer as needed or pay
per use business model. Cloud computing can be defined accordingly to its five main characteristic: on demand self services, broadbased network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured services.
The cloud has become more popular among several business due to its numerous benefits. Business can outsource their data to
cloud service providers this can be cost effective since it gives high storage capacity and high data processing speed. Cloud
computing is important fot information technology applications and though it has some issues to be solved for the user. Data
security is one of the most important barriers to the usage of cloud and it also accompany issues like compliance, privacy, trust,
legal matters. Thus goal of the cloud computing is to provide a security, integrity, confidentiality of data stored in the cloud. Data
confidentiality is also the important from user ‘s view because user store private data in the cloud. Data confidentiality should be
maintained by the cloud reliability and trustworthiness. Data authentication and access control methods are to be used to ensure
data confidentiality.
Android is a mobile operating system developed by the Google and basically it is based on the modified version of Linux Kernel
and other open source software. And the android has been used in the touch screen mobile phones. Now a days the android has been
used in the television , android auto for cars, wrist watches, tablets, cameras.
The features of android are interface, application, memory management. Interface which is a user interface and it is a direct
manipulation by using a touching inputs to the system like tapping, swiping. Application extends the functionality of devices are
written using the android software development kit which is also known as (SDK). The SDK includes a set of development tools,
debugger, a handset emulator. Memory management is managed by androids for application.
II.
RELATED WORKS
To achieve a complete information the techniques which has been[1] used is information capacities with link quality indication
(LQI), packet receive radios (PRR) with this we can extract useful information to ensure network integrity. And the feedback
mechanism for computing also being used under PRR. A novel secure information management architecture based on emerging
attribute based encryption (ABE) primitives. [2]A policy which needs the complex policies so the HIPAA compliant distributed file
system and social network. Though this is approach is solution for securely managing information in large. Due to the dynamic
changes in the run time in the cloud thus to provide a runtime data protection mechanism combining all the existing approaches to
protect data and extending them to run time.[3] And thus also delivering an end to end architecture to protect data at runtime. E2E
not only support the infrastructure level also it covers the application level by supporting data controller. Sharing aggregations of
cloud data is been executed without revealing the any extra information to any of other services involved. [4]For that privacy
preserving query execution model to execute multi source queries managed by different clouds. Goal of the project is to enable the
services involved answering a query to apply their privacy policies while at that time keeping possible to link the data subjects. For
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data integrity in order to reduce the burden of generating meta data at client side. [5]Stateless verification , unbounded use of
queries , public verification, support dynamic operation, batch auditing these are the techniques used for checking scheme.
Extensive security and performance analysis is highly efficient and provably secure. User identified by attributes, could freely
designed a proxy could re-encrypt a cipher text related with a access policy to another one with different access policy.[6] Selective
structure chosen plaintext secure and master key secure without random oracles is a proposed scheme. Proxy re-encryption
techniques with recently introduced attributes based cryptosystem the first based PRE scheme. A secure and efficient file sharing via
authenticated physical devices remains challenging one to achieve in cloud environment. [7]Because difference things of mobile
devices are access the services and provided data by cloud. To provide secure data sharing between the physical devices and clients
the Lightweight Identity-Based on authenticated Data Sharing protocol was introduced. It resist the CCA[Chosen-Ciphertext Attack]
under hardness assumption of SDH[Strong-Diffie Hellman] problems. This protocol is based on Bilinear Pairing. It also evaluate the
performance iterms of Response time, Communication and Computational overhead. There are many security issues and challenges
are associated with storage and sharing of data in public cloud[8]. In order to resolve these kind of issues they design an updated
secured architecture which can be applied in multi -party data sharing. In this section they provide the security against “honestbut-curious” servers and malicious softwares. To improve the cloud computing technologies the SIEM (Security Information and
Event Management) was introduced by the author[9]. SIEM provide cloud based security services such as SECaaS (Security as a
Service). This method which helps to recognize the cyber threats analytics. It analyze the data and determine the threats whether the
cloud data has some threat or not. It will enhance to improve intelligent cyber threat analysis in the SIEM. Smartphone are more
compatible with cloud computing architecture which provide proper cloud computing architecture which provide proper resources
to distributed services. Smartphones are like a miniature of computer so there is a lot of chances for many security problems. Proper
power management plays a major role in cloud architecture, so here the author[10] choose the algorithm in such a way it would not
make the mobile devices more busy and consume more amount of time for encrypting the data. Traditional security approaches are
not suitable for Smartphone-Cloud Architecture because of the high use of smartphones. By considering the above problem RSA
algorithm is used to decrease the computational power. Cloud computing provide virtual IT infrastructures with same-set of
resources that can be shared with multi-tenant users. Data Privacy is most challenging one to the user when they outsource their data
with a cloud computing system. [11]To overcome the privacy problem encryption is one of the solution to protect and maintain the
cloud-stored data. But the above method is very expensive one and the new method based on Pseudo-Random Permutation was
introduced[5] for light-weight mobile devices. The permutation method which splits the file to multilpe chunks and distribute each
chunks to multiple splitted file. It also provides low computation overhead. Cloud storage is one of the important service provided
by cloud computing for data owners to host their data in the cloud.[12] The cloud computing brings new challenges to security
threats for the outsourced data. By combing a Security Homomorphic Encryption with a traditional CP-ABE algorithm the author[6]
introduced an algorithm called SE-CP-ABE [ Secure Encryption CP-ABE] access control which provide an efficient security and
secure and as well as provide flexible Ciphertext retrieval and reduces the retrieval time on cloud-stored data. An efficient and
secure lightweight user authentication protocol for mobile cloud computing becomes a paramount due to data sharing by using
Internet among users and mobile devices. Resource constraints of mobile devices is makes the data sharing more challenging.[13] A
new secure user authentication is based on cryptographic hash, fuzzy extractor function and bitwise xor. User authentication scheme
is more secure against possible passive attack and as well as active attack. It does not involve Registration Center (RC) in
authentication process and which it is having lowest communication cost when compared with existing scheme. The factors behind
the user authentication scheme includes motivation, threat model, fuzzy extractor function. Fuzzy extractor which generates the
same output string even if it has different input string. The growth of mobile cloud storage is limited by security and privacy
concerns.[14] As data are shared with authorized user in many mobile cloud users, so secure data sharing mechanism is required.
The Lightweight Cipher text access control mechanism is used to overcome the required security. The above mechanism is based
on Authorization Certificates and Secret sharing scheme. DDKD (Distributing a files Decryption Key to an unauthorized users
Directly) is used which needs small amount of keys. But here one of the major disadvantage is authorization revocation because it is
very complicated to access the file from the cloud server. EHR(Electronic Health Record) is a digital health documentary which
contains not only the health records and it also contain the personal sensitive information. [15]But reliable sharing of EHR through
the cloud is always remaining a challenge one. The access policy is not protected and it will also cause some privacy leakage too. In
EHR scheme it can hide the entire access policy as well as it reover the hidden entity's from access matrix. ACF(Attribute Cuckoo
Filter) is a flexible and efficient attribute matching algorithm. It also capable to locate and recover the attributes accurately. In ACF,
an multiple table is used to avoid the element inserting collision. ACF achieve policy preserving as well as attribute recovery
without produce much overhead.
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III.
CONCLUSION
In recent years , many studies on data sharing in cloud are based on attribute-based encryption algorithm, CP-ABE algorithm and
LDSS and we studied different techniques for data sharing security. One solution to achieving secure data sharing in the cloud is for
the data owner to encrypt his data before storing into the cloud. With more mathematical tools, different schemes are getting more
multiple keys for a single application. Thus it considers how to compress secret keys in public-key cryptosystems which support
delegation of secret keys for different cipher text classes in cloud storage. The Key generation problem being solved, in which the
confidentiality of the secure stored data in the unfriendly environment, where user are not fully trusted or may not be compromised.
Additional to it they overcome the revocation problem for all attributes. The overall system performance is improved greatly by
reducing the computation overheads in encryption and decryption phases.
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